Despite many attempts, ordered equilibrium microphases have yet to be obtained in experimental colloidal suspensions. The recent computation of the equilibrium phase diagram of a microscopic, particle-based microphase former (Zhuang et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 116, 098301 (2016)) has nonetheless found such mesoscale assemblies to be thermodynamically stable. Here, we consider their equilibrium and assembly dynamics. At intermediate densities above the order-disorder transition, we identify four different dynamical regimes and the structural changes that underlie the dynamical crossovers from one disordered regime to the next. Below the order-disorder transition, we also find that periodic lamellae are the most dynamically accessible of the periodic microphases. Our analysis thus offers a comprehensive view of the disordered microphase dynamics and a route to the assembly of periodic microphases in a putative well-controlled, experimental system.
Introduction -Microphases replace liquid-gas coexistence in systems for which interparticle (short-range) attraction is frustrated by (long-range) repulsion, i.e., for SALR interactions [1] [2] [3] . Beyond their mere aesthetic value, some of the resulting ordered and disordered structures of diblock copolymers have found uses as nanoscale templates and filters 4, 5 . Colloidal analogues, however, have thus far only given rise to disordered microphases, such as clusters and gels [6] [7] [8] . Recent advances describing the equilibrium behavior of model colloidal microphaseformers 9, 10 confirm that such ordering should be thermodynamically possible 2, 3 , but whether it is dynamically accessible remains an open question.
Two main explanations have been proposed as to why periodic microphases might be difficult to access in model colloids. First, a glass-like dynamical slowdown in the amorphous microphase regime may hinder the assembly of periodic microphases. Different structural relaxation times grow as particles form clusters and eventually percolate at high enough particle density. In particular, it has been proposed that the structural relaxation time diverges near the percolation transition 11 . It has also been proposed that the system becomes glassy-once in the percolated regime-just above the order-disorder transition (ODT) [12] [13] [14] [15] . The super-Arrhenius slowdown of the relaxation dynamics would then severely hinder periodic microphase assembly 12 . Second, high free energy barriers between defective states may prevent periodic microphase from ordering, even modestly. In diblock copolymers, microphase assembly sometimes gets stuck in locally stable structures that lack long-range order 6, 16, 17 . Upon (effective) cooling, a system would thus first form clusters or percolated clusters, and then rearrange into periodic microphases [17] [18] [19] [20] , with the latter severely hindered by the slow relaxation of topological defects 21, 22 . Because lamellae are at their most mobile just below the ODT, the ordering process should then be accelerated in that regime 13 , and a slow annealing near the order-disorder transition be most likely to succeed 18 .
In either case, disentangling the microscopic contributions to periodic microphase assembly is essential to eventually exploiting their rich structural properties. In this Short Communication, we thus use a microphaseforming model for which the equilibrium phase diagram was recently determined 9, 10 , and analyze the equilibrium dynamics of disordered microphases and the assembly dynamics of lamellar microphases, in order to identify the origin of dynamical sluggishness in microphase assembly.
Equilibrium Dynamics -We simulate the local Monte Carlo (MC) dynamics of hard spherical particles of diameter σ with a square-well linear (SWL) SALR pair interaction,
where ǫ is the attraction strength, ξ controls the repulsion strength, λ sets the attraction range, and κ sets the repulsion range. Note that from this point on, σ implicitly sets the unit of length and ǫ that of energy. the For λ = 1.5, ξ = 0.05 and κ = 4, the equilibrium phase diagram computed in Ref. 9 identified a variety of equilibrium periodic microphases, including cluster crystals, cylinders and lamellae, at temperatures T < T ODT , while a structurally rich amorphous microphase regime was observed at T > T ODT . We consider here the equilibrium dynamics in the latter regime and the assembly dynamics in the former, by performing constant N V T simulations with N = 1000 particles at different T and number density, ρ = N/V , within a cubic box of volume V , under periodic boundary conditions. The structure factor,
, synthesizes the spatial organization of the system. Its peak at k p ≈ 2π captures dominant particle-scale features, while its low-k peak at k m ≈ 1.2 characterizes microphase-scale features, when they exist ( The structural relaxation time for particle-scale features, τα(kp), also grows, but its only marked increase occurs around the crossover from region III to region IV. Note that for ρ = 0.3 at high temperatures, the dynamics is too fast for our simulations to precisely this quantity.
decay time of the self-intermediate scattering function
probes the dynamical relaxation of one or the other type of features, depending on the chosen k. In practice, wavevectors within 5% of k m and within 2% of k p are used, so as to reduce statistical noise.
Rather than a glass-like super-Arrhenius-scaling upon cooling, τ α (k m ) hints at the existence of four distinct Arrhenius-like scaling regimes ( Fig. 1 (c) ). We label them I-IV, from high to low T . Although no phase transition separates these different regimes, the relative sharpness of the crossovers that separate them suggests that marked structural changes nonetheless accompany the dynamical slowdown. The precise nature of these crossovers is, however, not immediately obvious. In regime I, structural relaxation is fast and the lowk behavior of S(k) is featureless, which is consistent with the system being simple-fluid-like. The crossover to regime II, by contrast, also roughly corresponds to the onset of the growth of S(k m ) ( Fig. 1 (b) ), while the single-particle dynamics remains fast. This suggests that amorphous, fluid microphase features then emerge. The crossover from regime III to IV is also rather straightforward to characterize. A jump in both τ α (k m ) and τ α (k p ) takes place in that temperature range, while the other crossovers only affected τ α (k m ) ( Fig. 1(d) ). This particular slowdown is thus akin to individual particles condensing. The deceleration of the microphase-scale relaxation then directly follows from the slowdown of the particle-scale dynamics.
Because it is not accompanied by significant changes to the structure factor nor by particle clustering, the crossover from regimes II to III is more confounding. Marked structural changes, if they do take place, must thus somehow paradoxically be rather subtle. As a potential structural explanation, we consider possible changes to the void structure, which would affect S(k) only indirectly and may otherwise go unnoticed. To do so, we first randomly insert 10 5 small hard spheres within a set of 100 structurally independent equilibrated configurations, i.e., separated by at least 200τ α (k m ). We then extracted the various three-dimensional convex hulls formed by the union of the inserted spheres (Figure 2 inset), and determined the onset of void percolation. Be-cause the void properties extracted this way depend on the diameter of the inserted spheres, we chose spheres smaller than the cavity size contained within four touching spheres, but not much smaller than the hole between three coplanar spheres. In practice, using particles over the range of diameters 0.01σ to 0.05σ reveals no substantial difference, which validates the robustness of the findings. Remarkably, the onset of void percolation does roughly fall in line with the crossover from II to III (Fig 2) . The associated dynamical slowdown thus reflects the morphological changes in the void structure as it goes from compact to percolating.
Superimposing the three crossovers with the equilibrium phase information in Fig. 3 provides an overall view of the microphase morphology and dynamics. In the high-temperature regime (I), the system is akin to a homogeneous, hard-sphere-like simple fluid. The SALR contribution to the interaction plays essentially no role. Regime (II) sees the emergence of void clustering, which in a sense complements the formation of particle clusters as density increases. This clustering is, however, seemingly distinct from that observed in SALR systems at even higher densities 3, 23, 24 Upon further lowering temperature, the void clusters become wormlike and eventually percolate, thus giving rise to an amorphous, bicontinuous microphase structure (III). The formation of these structures is again complementary to the particle clusters becoming wormlike and eventually percolating upon increasing the particle density. Throughout regimes I-III, the local particle dynamics remains fluid-like, but regime IV shows a marked local slowdown, akin to a gas-solid condensation. This last crossover indeed occurs around T = 0.6 and takes place at higher temperatures as ρ increases. Because the condensed system nonetheless preserves a lot of surface area the dynamics cannot actually freeze. Rearrangements carry thus through the bond breaking of surface particles.
Assembly Dynamics -Having established that no glass-like slowing down is observed in the amorphous microphase regime, we consider whether periodic microphase assembly is dynamically accessible and to what extent. To evaluate the propensity of lamellae to assemble, 40 independent MC simulations are run for 2 × 10 6 MC steps after quenching equilibrated configurations at T = 0.55 > T ODT to various state points within the periodic microphase regime. Although the amorphous and the periodic microphases share a same k m , the peak intensity, S(k m ) markedly differs between the two. The former scales as N 0 and the latter as N 1 . We thus use the time at which S(k m ) > 30 to denote the formation of periodic lamellae. Note, however that this criterion does distinguish lamellae from cylindrical or cubic crystal clusters which all display a large low-k peak. A visual inspection of the configurations was thus also done in the regime where these other structures could appear.
From this analysis we obtain a lower bound on the dynamical ease with which lamellae self assemble. Superimposing this map onto the phase diagram clearly shows that the lamellar phase forms more robustly and efficiently just below the ODT (see Fig. 4) . The difference between the regimes where assembly is facile and where it is hard reveals that a slowdown by a factor of at least 10. For instance, at densities slightly higher than the ODT density assembly is much slower, while at densities slightly lower the assembly time is nearly constant. Further lowering density below the lamellar regime reveals the rise of connected lamellae, which mix cylinders and lamellae. Remarkably, over the simulation timescale explored, no hint of cylindrical or double-gyroid phase were observed even though they should be thermodynamically stable at some of the state points we studied. High free energy barriers for annealing defects in those morphologies might then indeed be the culprit. Conclusion -We have identified four dynamical regimes within the disordered phase of a model SALR system. Within each of these regimes the growth of the relaxation time is Arrhenius-like, τ α ∼ exp(β∆E a ), but the associated relaxation energy ∆E a increases from one regime to another. From regime I to IV the quantity increases by a factor of about 50, which suggests that structural relaxations involve increasingly large regions as temperature decreases. Taking the overall disordered regime at once, however, sees the "super-Arrhenius" dynamics slowing down by barely more than two decades. This dynamical fragility of sort is therefore distinct from a typical glassy slowdown.
Our study of the microphase assembly dynamics of the SWL system further demonstrates that nothing fundamentally prevents periodic lamellae from forming in colloidal-like systems. Despite the complex dynamics of the disordered regime, the self-assembly of lamellae remains rather fast. The absence of periodic microphases in colloidal experiments 6,7 is therefore likely not limited by the nature of the order-disorder transition, but rather from the specifics of previously studied systems, such as their short-range attraction, the low densities considered, or the limited control thus far achieved over experimental conditions. The challenge of obtaining a colloidal realization should thus be surmountable.
